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A review of a doctoral thesis: “Volumetric data processing for CT enterography” written by Jan Horáček. 

 

One of the key areas of modern technologies is digital healthcare. Digital healthcare enables collaborative 

research among computer science, engineering, medicine and especially biology to use advanced digital 

tools, to enhance medical diagnosis and care, and to create realistic visualisation of real medical datasets, 

for example to train young doctors.   

 

In this presented scientific work author is introducing a set of novel algorithms for efficient processing, 

segmentation and tracking of small intestine in CT enterography (CTE) scans. Most of human inner organs 

have very complex structures. One of the most difficult in terms of shape and complexity is small intestine. 

Due to several factors, it is difficult for doctors to do the manual diagnosis using non-pre-processed CT 

enterography datasets.  The presented work brings several novel approaches in this area. One of the main 

is proposed model of an automatic pipeline for processing noisy thin-slice CT scans into segmented and 

tracked data. It substantially reduces the time of the highly complex computations and the results is clearly 

more suitable for diagnostic purposes than the original raw CTE dataset.  

 

The presented thesis contains 125 pages, 8 chapters and two attachments. An URL link to few videos with 

results is also provided at the last page of the thesis.  In the first chapter author is introducing the background 

of the work and the technology to inquire the datasets. He describes the CT reconstruction in general terms 

and later defines CT enterography as a special example of post-contrast computed tomography to simplify 

the diagnosis of bowel.  

 

The second chapter is devoted to denoising of volumetric datasets. Author provides a short description of 

the research history supported by his publications. An important result shown in this chapter is a GPU 

implementation of an algorithm, which provides a set of rules to compute a proven nonlocal means in its 

volumetric variant on one abdominal CT scan.  This step seems to be crucial in processing high-resolution 

thin-slice CT enterography. 

 

The third chapter describes the segmentation process of the denoised CTE datasets. Author is presenting a 

detailed processing system using watershed segmentation algorithm. It is rightly stressed, that a state-of-art 

denoising algorithm is necessary to perform highly optimised and fast segmentation process.  

 

The fourth chapter contains a specification of a new algorithm to track intestinal segments. The main goal 

here was to improve and simplify the inspection of the CTE data by tracking the intestinal path and provide 

the radiologist with the clear cross section in each segment part. Author used the probability maps to 

produce the segmentation results. The new algorithm uses two-iteration prioritized flood fill with 

backtracking to solve the most problematic aspect of the CTE data tracking. 

 

In the fifth chapter author is using the inspiration and his previously published work to describe an algorithm 

for precise segmentation of lumen in tracked sections. Chapter sixth presents several ideas how the results 

of intestine segmentation might be visualised and analysed. It contains few screenshots, which show 

impressive results of processed and analysed CTE datasets.  

 

In the seventh chapter author address implementation questions and details of a sophisticated processing 

system of the CTE datasets. He is presenting a workflow pipeline from the source data to tracked intestinal 

segments. The last chapter (eighth) contains conclusion. Author here summarises results and benefits of the 



developed processing system of the CTE datasets. At the end of this chapter author offers possible future 

extensions of his work.  

 

I have to note, that the core chapters, describing the novel algorithms are written in a very technically 

oriented style.  In some cases, it could be quite difficult to understand the content, especially for non-

technical trained readers, such medical doctors. As the results of this work should help doctors to provide 

better diagnosis, maybe a short plain English layout after each chapter would be useful.  

 

There are several questions or notes that I would like to raise at this point. I believe, that answering these 

questions and address the notes will improve already very well written piece of scientific work. 

 

1. As claimed in the thesis, the work and results described above should help doctors to provide better 

diagnosis. I believe there is lack of description or information, where and how the results were 

communicated with the medical personnel and whether there is a scope to use it in clinical praxis.  

2. On page 17, section 2.1.3 other important sources of error in low-dose CT were mentioned. Which 

of these errors were identified in the datasets, author used to test his new algorithms and what 

approaches were taken to correct the datasets? 

3. What is author’s opinion about the HW used in hospitals in comparisons to proposed algorithms 

HW requirements? What are the challenges to bring the developed software package into real 

clinical praxis?   

4. Are there any other areas of healthcare research or other type of volumetric medical datasets, where 

the proposed algorithms and workflow pipeline could be successfully used?  

5. What do you think is there a scope for fully automated diagnostic pipeline of volumetric medical 

datasets without human intervention in the near future?  

 

After reading the text and seeing all provided videos, which demonstrate the results described in the thesis 

I can confirm that this thesis is an excellent mixture of the first class computer science and computer vision 

research. It required a multidisciplinary effort of computer scientists, clinicians and engineers. Author in 

his work evidently shows wide knowledge from all described fields. He is presenting a clear ability to work 

as an independent researcher, which he seconds by publishing of several journal and international 

conference publications where he is the first author.  He is ideally trained to work on challenging scientific 

problems and he would be an extremely welcome addition to any research team. 

 

I do not have any other specific comments concerning the presented thesis and few issues raised in the 

text above could be taken as initial points for the discussion. Finally, I can confirm that the goal and all 

the aims described in this thesis have been successfully fulfilled and therefore I can strongly recommend 

that this thesis can be taken as the doctoral thesis of Jan Horáček.  
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